
Resources on Environmental Stewardship / Nature 
available to borrow from the United Media Resource Center   www.igrc.org/umrc 

Contact Jill Stone at 217-529-2744 or by e-mail at umrc@igrc.org 
or search for and request items using the online catalog 

 

Key to age categories: 

P = preschool e = lower elementary (K-Grade 3) E = upper elementary (Grade 4-6) 

M = middle school/ junior high H = high school Y = young adult A = adult (age 30-55)          S = adult (age 55+) 

 

DVDs: 

ARISE (101086)   On every continent, women are taking the lead to protect and restore the natural environment, and are 

empowering others to respect the earth. This documentary DVD presents the stories of a diverse group of 13 women in five 

countries (Kenya, Ecuador, India, Israel, U.S.) who have initiated solution-oriented environmental projects in their 

communities, towns and villages. CLOSED CAPTIONED (captions available in English and Spanish) Copyright limit: Your 

church can only show this DVD in a group of its own members (cannot advertise to the general 

public)   Age: HYAS.   78 Minutes.    

ATOMIC STATES OF AMERICA (101087)   In 2010, the United States approved the first new nuclear power plant in 32 

years, heralding a “Nuclear Renaissance”. But that was before the Fukushima accident in Japan renewed a fierce public 

debate over the safety and viability of nuclear power. This DVD documentary journeys to nuclear reactor communities 

around the country to provide a comprehensive exploration of the history and impact to date of nuclear power, and to 

investigate the truths and myths about nuclear energy. Based in part on Kelly McMasters' book “Welcome to Shirley”, about 

growing up in the shadow of the Brookhaven National Lab on Long Island, the film explores the evidence for serious health 

consequences documented by people living in Shirley, as well as near other nuclear facilities. Their concerns call into 

question who can be trusted to provide truthful information, and how much influence the nuclear industry has over the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and its decisions. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of its 

own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: YAS.    

AWAKENING GRACE: SPIRITUAL PRACTICES TO TRANSFORM YOUR SOUL (101088)   Author: LeRoy, Matt 

and Summers, Jeremy.   In this ten-session DVD study, come together with your community of disciples in a journey of 

spiritual transformation and see how God's grace forms your lives into Christ's image. It offers a simple and creatively 

engaging approach to the ancient practices that open hearts to God's transforming work. Sessions: A foundation (6 min.); 2) 

Scripture (7 min.); 3) Prayer (7 min.); 4) Worship (7 min.); 5) Mercy and justice (7 min.); 6) Sabbath (8 min.); 7) Creation 

care (6 min.); 8) Covenant friendship (7 min.); 9) Generosity (8 min.); 10) Creative expression (10 min.). Includes sample 

participant book.   Age: YAS.   73 Minutes.    

DRYING FOR FREEDOM (104083)   More than 50 million Americans live in communities where clotheslines are banned 

as unsightly. This documentary DVD explores the environmental and economic impacts of these bans in the U.S. and in India 

and other countries that are following our lead. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of its own 

members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   49 Minutes.    

EARTHBOUND: CREATED AND CALLED TO CARE FOR CREATION (105037)   A six-part DVD study created to 

help Christian communities of all kinds discern their role in caring for God's creation. It explores the care of creation as 

Christian vocation and uncovers a number of barriers that have kept us from being faithful to that calling. Session titles: 1) 

Created/Called (27 min.); 2) Here/There (28 min.); 3) Domination/Dominion (27 min.); 4) Me/We (27 min.); 5) Now/Forever 

(22 min.); 5) Enough/Too Much (27 min.). Also includes a 2-minute promotional segment. Includes 

guide.   Age: YA.   160 Minutes.    
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EATING MERCIFULLY (105071)   Author: Humane Society of the United States.   This documentary examines the 

critical findings of a Pew Commission report on U.S. industrial animal agriculture and considers the realities of factory 

farming practices from several Christian viewpoints. The DVD includes a 25-minute version and a seven-minute 

version.   Age: A.   25 Minutes.    

IDLE THREAT (109046)   Idling engines consume more than 6 billion gallons of gasoline annually in the U.S., a 

significant but little-known contributor to local air pollution, respiratory disease and global climate change. This DVD 

documentary is a lively look at George Pakenham’s spirited struggle to improve public health by raising awareness about 

idling’s impact, starting in New York City. Against all odds, he succeeds, helping improve local air quality, and in the 

process gains world-wide recognition for the anti-idling cause, with articles featured in the Wall Street Journal, New Yorker 

magazine, and the Financial Times. Featuring Click and Clack from NPR’s Car Talk, and Mayor Michael Bloomberg, Idle 

Threat profiles one man’s challenging quest to make his city and the world a healthier place, and shows that sometimes one 

person – and a simple act like turning a key – can make a big difference. DVD includes a 37-minute educational version and 

a 64-minute full-length version. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of its own members 

(cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   37 Minutes.    

LIGHT BULB CONSPIRACY: THE UNTOLD STORY OF PLANNED OBSOLESCENCE (112104)   This DVD 

documentary uncovers how planned obsolescence has shaped our lives, economy, and environment since the 1920’s, when 

manufacturers deliberately started shortening the life of consumer products to increase demand. The film also profiles a new 

generation of consumers, designers and business people who have started challenging planned obsolescence as an 

unsustainable economic driver. Two segments: a 52-minute version that is CLOSED CAPTIONED and a 74-minute version 

without captioning. Nine short bonus segments are also included. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a 

group of its own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   52 Minutes.    

NOURISH: FOOD + COMMUNITY (114047)   This DVD documentary vividly illustrates how what we choose to eat - 

individually and as a society - has an effect around the world, and how making more wholesome choices can improve the 

health of the environment, our communities and ourselves. With beautiful visuals and inspiring stories, it traces our 

relationship to food from a global perspective and suggests the steps individuals can take to create a more sustainable food 

system and live more healthful lives. In addition to the main feature, the DVD also includes 11 bonus segments (24 minutes 

total). CLOSED CAPTIONED (captions available in English and Spanish) Copyright limit: Your church can only show this 

DVD in a group of its own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   25 Minutes.    

ORGANIC WESLEY: A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE ON FOOD, FARMING, AND FAITH (115027)   Author: 

Guerrant, Wiilliam.   In this ten-session DVD study, William Guerrant examines the intersection of the teachings of John 

Wesley with the ethics of the contemporary food movement. Wesley's teachings can provide us with guidance as we seek to 

make food choices that are consistent with our Christian values -- the choices that are best for our bodies, our fellow 

creatures, our communities, and the environment. Sessions: 1) The rise of industrial agriculture and the emergence of the 

food movement (12 min.); 2) John Wesley (7 min.); 3) Nutritious food (11 min.); 4) Eating in moderation (16 min.); 5) Farm 

animals (18 min.); 6) Organics, processed food, and chemical-based farming (20 min.); 7) Globalization and local economies 

(13 min.); 8) Wesley in conflict with the food movement (13 min.); 9) Recovering a Wesleyan food ethic (11 min.); 10) 

Living the ethic (20 min.). Includes book with discussion questions.   Age: HYAS.   141 Minutes.    

PERFECT WAVE: REFLECTING GOD BY PROTECTING THE EARTH (116051)   Author: Lindsey, Coy.   'Perfect 

Wave' author Coy Lindsey discovered a new perspective on holiness through his love for surfing. Through personal stories 

and biblical truths, he discusses his developing passion for environmental holiness. In these four DVD lessons, discover what 

it means to be a godly neighbor and learn ways to make an impact, both locally and globally. Session titles: 1) Search for 

perfection (5 min.); 2) Godly neighbor (5 min.); 3) Global surf (6 min.); 4) Get wet (5 min.). Includes sample participant 

book.   Age: MHYA.   21 Minutes.    

PLANT THIS MOVIE: THE INTERNATIONAL URBAN AGRICULTURE DOCUMENTARY (116090)   This 

documentary DVD explores the evolution and growing impact of the international urban agriculture movement -- from cities 

across the United States to diverse countries around the world. CLOSED CAPTIONED. Copyright limit: Your church can 

only show this DVD in a group of its own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   81 Minutes.    



POLYGON (116088)   This documentary DVD shares the stories of persons impacted by nuclear testing in Kazakhstan from 

1949 - 1991. CLOSED CAPTIONED. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of its own members 

(cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   52 Minutes.    

REFLECTIONS FOR THE SPIRITUAL EXPLORER (118010)   Three meditations for use by individuals or groups: 1) 

With You Always: Reflective images from scripture and our world bring to life the song 'Mary Did You Know' (6 min.); 2) 

How Beautiful: The song 'How Beautiful' is paired with scriptural and modern images in this reflective piece (6 min.); 3) 

Mystic Moments: A quote from Thomas Merton sets the stage for a virtual walk through the forest on a beautiful day in 

early fall (16 min.). Leader's guide includes ideas for use with the two music segments.   Age: MHYA.   28 Minutes.    

RELIGION AND SCIENCE (118044)   Author: Collins, Francis.   Must we choose between God and science? This 

essential and inspiring course offers a positive alternative: a way to live in today's world as scientifically informed believers. 

Session titles and presenters: 1) Introduction, Francis Collins (26 min.); 2) Friends or foes? The story of a complex 

relationship, David Wilkinson (26 min.); 3) Truth in science and religion, Philip Clayton (30 min.); 4) God and nature, 

Keith Ward (32 min.); 5) Creation and evolution, Darrel Falk (26 min.); 6) What does it mean to be human?, Warren Brown 

(28 min.); 7) The God of hope and the end of the world, John Polkinghorne (27 min.); 8) Genetic science and the frontiers of 

ethics, Ted Peters (29 min.); 9) Concluding Bible study on creation care (32 min.). Bonus DVD: 1)A conversation between 

Francis Collins and William Phillips (66 min.); 2) The Dawkins delusion? (31 min.); 3) Reflections on a life of faith and 

science (19 min.); 4) Natural selection and the economy of grace (21 min.). Includes leader's guide and sample participant's 

guide. This is a mid-level course that does not require a background in science. Each lesson is free-standing, so it is easy to 

adapt the course to your particular needs.   Age: AS.   256 Minutes.    

SCARRED LANDS AND WOUNDED LIVES: THE ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT OF WAR (119113)   Author: 

Day, Alice and Lincoln.   This DVD explores the environmental effects of war. In all its stages -- the production of weapons 

through combat to cleanup and restoration -- war pollutes land, air, and water, destroys biodiversity, and drains natural 

resources. The DVD also contains a supplemental guide with additional information. Bonus segments: Ecosystems, War, and 

Climate Change (4 min.); Environmental Pathways to Peace-Building (4 min.); Forging a New Ethic (5 min.); The Top 

Priority (4 min.); Interview with the filmmakers (6 min.). Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of 

its own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   67 Minutes.    

SERVING GOD, SAVING THE PLANET (119098)   Author: Sleeth, J. Matthew, MD.   In this 12-session DVD study, 

Matthew Sleeth, MD, examines how God's original command to 'tend and protect the planet' extends into the actions and 

activities of every Christian's everyday life. Sessions: 1) Light; 2) Water; 3) Soil; 4) Heavens; 5) Animals; 6) Man; 7) Rest; 8) 

Work; 9); Give; 10) Share; 11) Teach; 12) Hope. DVD segments are approx. 12 min. long. Includes sample guidebook. 

CLOSED CAPTIONED.   Age: HYAS.   136 Minutes.    

START BECOMING A GOOD SAMARITAN (119056)   This six-session DVD study is designed to take you out of your 

comfort zone and help you live out Christ's love in world-changing ways, right now, right where you live. Session titles: 1) 

Becoming a Good Samaritan; 2) Caring for the Sick; 3) Seeking Justice and Reconciliation; 4) Honoring the Poor; 5) 

Tending to God's Creation; 6) Loving the Forsaken. Contributors include John Ortberg, Eugene Peterson, Philip Yancey, 

Desmond Tutu, Joni Eareckson Tada, Rob Bell, Shane Claiborne, and more. DVD segments approx. 30 minutes long. 

Includes leader's guide and sample participant's guide. CLOSED CAPTIONED.   Age: YA.   180 Minutes.    

START BECOMING A GOOD SAMARITAN: TEEN EDITION (119091)   Author: Stevens, Jarrett and Jeanne.   This 

six-session DVD study will help students live out Christ's love in world-changing ways right now, right where they live. 

Explore critical needs facing our world and understand how you can help your students become Good Samaritans. Sessions: 

1) Becoming a Good Samaritan (19 min.); 2) Caring for the sick (18 min.); 3) Seeking justice (20 min.); 4) Honoring the poor 

(20 min.); 5) Caring for God's creation (18 min.); 6) Loving the forsaken (20 min.). DVD also includes an optional bonus 

segment for each session. Includes sample participant guide which also acts as the leader's guide.   Age: H.   115 Minutes.    

SURVIVING THE TSUNAMI: MY ATOMIC AUNT (119151)   Author: Miyake, Kyoko.   Film director Kyoko Miyake 

remembered Namie, a fishing village ravaged by the 2011 Fukushima nuclear catastrophe, as her childhood paradise. 

Revisiting her family’s hometown after 10 years abroad, Miayke’s multilayered documentary DVD examines the disaster’s 

profound personal, social and environmental impact. While Namie’s younger generations have permanently relocated 



elsewhere, Miyake’s Aunt Kuniko, like other older residents, has clung to dreams of eventually returning to her home. Over 

the course of a year, Miyake follows this warm, indomitable businesswoman as she recalls happy family memories and 

strives to adapt to life outside the contamination zone. Subtitles are provided during times of foreign dialogue. Copyright 

limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of its own members (cannot advertise to the general 

public)   Age: YAS.   52 Minutes.    

TROUBLED WATERS: A MISSISSIPPI RIVER STORY (120060)   This DVD documentary traces the development of 

America’s bountiful harvest and examines its effect on the legendary river, as well as the “dead zone” created in the Gulf of 

Mexico. Knitting together federal energy, farm and environmental policies, the film makes a compelling case for revamping 

US agricultural policy and practices. It also helps viewers to grasp a profound truth – that a single drop of water in the upper 

Midwest has an impact far downstream. Through beautiful photography and narrative, it emphasizes solutions, providing a 

hopeful blueprint for progress and positive change. The film tells the stories of farmers, scientists and citizens who are 

pursuing more sustainable land-use practices that meet the goals of an ambitious, food-producing nation, while ensuring the 

long-term health of its most precious natural resources. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of 

its own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   57 Minutes.    

WITH MY OWN TWO WHEELS (123082)   This DVD documentary links together the stories of five individuals around 

the globe in a film about the power of the bicycle to improve lives. For Fred, a health worker in Zambia, the bicycle is a 

means of reaching twice as many patients in a week. For Bharati, a teenage girl in India, it provides access to education she 

otherwise wouldn't have. For Mirriam, a disabled Ghanaian woman, working on bicycles is an escape from the stigma 

attached to her disability. For Carlos, a farmer in Guatemala, pedal power is a way to help neighbors reduce their impact on 

the environment. For Sharkey, a young Latino man in California, the bicycle is an escape from the gangs that consume so 

many of his peers. The film can be used to better understand their life circumstances, the power of an “appropriate” human-

scale technology in an increasingly hi-tech world, and to inspire discussion on how we can each contribute to improving the 

lives of people around the world, even in simple ways. Copyright limit: Your church can only show this DVD in a group of 

its own members (cannot advertise to the general public)   Age: HYAS.   43 Minutes.    

 

Books: 

7 SIMPLE STEPS TO GREEN YOUR CHURCH (817013)   Author: Simon-Peter, Rebekah.   Part One: 7 Simple Steps -- 

Form a green team; Calculate your carbon footprint; Make a plan; Take action; Report your progress; Celebrate in worship; 

Pay it forward. Part Two: Areas of Focus -- Recycling; Lighting; Worship; Electricity and energy efficiency; Heating and 

cooling; Water; Christian education; Vehicles and travel; The kitchen; The office; Missions; Grounds; Building 

green.   Age: YAS.   143 Pages.    

77 CREATIVE WAYS KIDS CAN SERVE (815104)   Author: Clark, Sondra.   Step-by-step directions on ways kids can 

serve in their home, school, and community -- service projects with animals, volunteer ideas for crafty kids, activities 

connected with recycling and the environment; collecting items for those in need.   Age: A.   175 Pages.    

ALL CREATION SINGS: THE VOICE OF GOD IN NATURE (811053)   Author: Kalas, J. Ellsworth.   J. Ellsworth 

Kalas wants us to go further than the "green" movement and being simply conscious of the wonder of our creation and the 

necessity of caring for it passionately. He calls us to not only see and be grateful for these wonders but to be responsible for 

them, to go beyond its exquisite beauty to learn some of the lessons it would teach us, lessons about both life and God. 

Includes discussion guide. *2012 UMW Reading Program: Spiritual Growth   Age: A.   124 Pages.    

ANTS WORK BEST TOGETHER: 31 OBJECT LESSONS FROM NATURE (807236)   Author: Gee, Joy.   From 

preschoolers through late elementary age, all children are interested in learning more about the world of nature. This book 

provides object lessons about ants, frogs, butterflies, grass, and more.   Age: A.   79 Pages.    

AROUND THE YEAR IN CHILDREN'S CHURCH: 52 PROGRAMS FOR KIDS AGES 3 - 7 (814159)   Author: 

Flinn, Lisa and Younger, Barbara.   This book contains active, hands-on lessons that will help children understand how the 



Christian church marks time. Each program contains a simple Christian message, a Bible verse, a story, a prayer, a music 

suggestion, and a craft to reinforce the message. Lessons include the major seasons of Advent, Lent, and Pentecost, and also 

lesser-known holidays including Candlemas, the Festival of Booths, World Communion Sunday, and Christ the King 

Sunday. God's world, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Back-to-School, and Thanksgiving are all viewed from a Christian 

perspective. Help the children in your Children's Church program understand these and other 

holidays!   Age: A.   128 Pages.    

BEEKEEPING: INTRODUCING BEEKEEPING TO CONGREGATIONAL LIFE (816067)   Author: Goff, 

Ashley.   This booklet guides you through the biblical, health, ecological, and liturgical aspects of beekeeping. It also 

includes practical elements such as 'Questions to ask first' and four healthy recipes using honey.   Age: YAS.   23 Pages.    

BUFFALO SHOUT, SALMON CRY: CONVERSATIONS ON CREATION, LAND JUSTICE, AND LIFE 

TOGETHER (814021)   Author: Heinrichs, Steve, editor.   How can North Americans come to terms with the lamentable 

clash between Indigenous and settler cultures, spiritualities, and attitudes toward creation? Showcasing a variety of voices -- 

both traditional and Christian, Native and non-Native -- this book offers up alternative histories, radical theologies, and 

subversive memories that can unsettle our souls and work toward reconciliation. Includes subject and Scriptural 

indexes.   Age: A.   359 Pages.    

CONNECTED WISDOM: LIVING STORIES ABOUT LIVING SYSTEMS (816238)   Author: Sweeney, Linda 

Booth.   If we understand nature's laws, we can work with them, rather than disrupt them. If we follow and learn from 

nature's laws, we can live sustainably. Using folktales and fables, this book explores 12 of these natural laws or principles: 

Interdependence; Systems integrity; Biodiversity; Cooperation and partnership; Rightness of size; The commons; Living 

cycles; Waste = food; Balancing feedback; Reinforcing feedback; Nonlinearity; Earth time.   Age: HYAS.   93 Pages.    

EARTH-WISE: SECOND EDITION (808165)   Author: DeWitt, Calvin.   A Biblical Response to Environmental Issues. 

Chapter titles: Seven provisions for creation; Seven degradations of creation; A biblical perspective on creation care; A 

theological perspective on creation care; Putting creation care in practice (a workshop session); Clearing away obstacles to 

positive action. Includes leader notes for group study.   Age: A.   92 Pages.    

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP IN THE JUDEO-CHRISTIAN TRADITION (814029)   Author: Richards, Jay 

and Sirico, Robert.   An interfaith exploration of environmental issues. Chapter titles: The Cornwall Declaration on 

Environmental Stewardship; A comprehensive Torah-based approach to the environment; The Catholic church and 

stewardship of creation; A biblical perspective on environmental stewardship.   Age: A.   119 Pages.    

EVERY LAST DROP: BRINGING CLEAN WATER HOME (815213)   Author: Mulder, Michelle.   This full-color 

book celebrates water in a variety of cultures and shows how people seek out and care for it. Larger than average print. *2016 

UMW Reading Program: Social Action - Youth   Age: EMHYAS.   48 Pages.    

EVERYBODY WANTS TO CHANGE THE WORLD: PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

(807036)   Author: Campolo, Tony and Aeschliman, Gordon.   This book provides numerous practical ideas for 

compassionately responding to the needs of others. Chapter titles: Poverty--Caring for the Poor; Evangelism--Proclaiming the 

Good News; The Environment--Tending God's Creation; Prisoners--Befriending the Outcast; The Oppressed--Upholding 

the Downtrodden; The Elderly--Honoring the Wise; The Sick and the Disabled--Serving the Afflicted; Immigrants--Helping 

Those New to Our Land; The World--Caring for the People of All Nations; Take Action--Ideas for Healthy Activism. 

Includes discussion guide for individual or small-group use.   Age: A.   224 Pages.    

FAITH IN FOOD: CHANGING THE WORLD ONE MEAL AT A TIME (815010)   Author: Weldon, Susie and 

Campbell, Sue.   This full-color interfaith book is a collaboration between farmers, food lovers, and people of faith, 

combining essays, storytelling, recipes, blessings, and pioneering initiatives to form a guide to eating more mindfully. 

Includes list of useful websites.   Age: YA.   235 Pages.    

FINDING GOD IN THE WAVES: HOW I LOST MY FAITH AND FOUND IT AGAIN THROUGH SCIENCE 

(817043)   Author: McHargue, Mike.   Mike McHargue tells the story of how his Evangelical faith dissolved into atheism, a 



crisis that threatened his identity, and how science led him back to faith. A thoughtful book for persons experiencing doubt 

and for persons who interact with atheists and skeptics. Includes index.   Age: HYAS.   274 Pages.    

FINDING HIGHER GROUND: ADAPTATION IN THE AGE OF WARMING (813051)   Author: Seidl, Amy.   The 

author explores climate change and and our capacity for adaptation. *2014 UMW Reading Program Bonus Book: 2 Social 

Action OR 1 Social Action and 1 Education for Mission   Age: A.   199 Pages.    

FOR LOVE OF ANIMALS: CHRISTIAN ETHICS, CONSISTENT ACTION (814019)   Author: Camosy, 

Charles.   What do we owe animals? Many Christians misunderstand both history and their own tradition in thinking about 

this question, and they are joined by prominent secular thinkers who blame Christianity for the Western world's failure to 

seriously consider the moral status of animals. The author explores how traditional Christian ideas and principles -- like 

nonviolence, concern for the vulnerable, stewardship of God's creation, and rejection of consumerism -- require us to treat 

animals morally. Though this point of view is often thought of as liberal, the book cites several conservatives who are also 

concerned about animals. The Christian argument transcends secular politics. Each chapter includes discussion questions and 

suggestions for further reading.   Age: A.   135 Pages.    

GOD'S WONDERFUL WORLD (816146)   Author: Hilton, Jennifer and McCurry, Kristen.   In this full-color board book, 

young children learn that God’s world is full of amazing things and God gave us five senses to experience it. Part of the 

'Frolic: Little Steps. Big Faith.' series.   Age: P.   20 Pages.    

GREEN CHURCH: CARETAKERS OF GOD'S CREATION (910076)   Author: Flegal, Daphna and Wade, 

Suzann.   Six Sessions. A Six-Week Study for Kids.   Age: eE.   64 Pages.    

GREEN CHURCH: REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE, REJOICE! (811040)   Author: Simon-Peter, Rebekah.   Climate 

change is in the news, but what does it mean for Christians and how can you help? This book answers these questions in 

ways that are both hopeful and engaging. Citing Scripture and science, the author weaves in personal stories of Sabbath, 

gardening, recycling, camping, and the power of faith. She challenges us to consider our role in the care of creation and to 

help save the earth for future generations. Larger than average print. *2012 UMW Reading Program: Social 

Action   Age: YAS.   114 Pages.    

GREEN GUIDANCE: HOW TO PLAN ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE EVENTS (825470)   Author: United 

Methodist Church.   Designed to help plan gatherings to model wise stewardship of natural resources and minimize the 

negative environmental consequences of our actions. Part One: Introduction--Setting the Stage for Success. Part Two: Why 

Do We Need 'Green' Gatherings? Part Three: What Can We Do? Part Four: Tools for the Journey. Includes 6 page 

addendum.   Age: A.   56 Pages.    

GREENING SPACES FOR WORSHIP AND MINISTRY (812083)   Author: Torgerson, Mark.   Congregations, Their 

Buildings, and Creation Care. Chapter titles: God, humanity, and the Earth -- interconnected and interdependent; Cultivating 

creation care consciousness; Green synagogue and church building as creation care; Models for creation care building and 

renovation; The land we occupy; The building we use; The interior environment in which we live; Creation care in motion. 

Includes glossary, bibliography, and index.   Age: A.   244 Pages.    

INWARD AND OUTWARD HEALTH (815001)   Author: Madden, Deborah, editor.   John Wesley's Holistic Concept of 

Medical Science, the Environment and Holy Living. Chapter titles: Saving souls and saving lives -- John Wesley's Inward 

and Outward Health; Reclaiming the eccentric parent -- Methodist reception of John Wesley's interest in medicine; A 

Wesleyan theology of environmental stewardship; Pastor and physician -- John Wesley's cures for consumption; A 

necessary relationship -- John Wesley and the body-soul connection; This curious and important subject -- John Wesley and 

The Desideratum; Health of soul and health of body -- the supernatural dimensions of healing in John Wesley. Includes 

index.   Age: A.   238 Pages.    

IT IS EASY BEING GREEN! 60 BIBLE STORIES AND CRAFTS WITH THE EARTH IN MIND (814013)   Author: 

Stickler, LeeDell.   Designed for use with children ages 6 - 8, each lesson includes a Bible story and an Earth-friendly craft 

using 'recycled' items that are common to most households. Includes Scripture index.   Age: A.   128 Pages.    



LEND A HAND (807080)   Author: Findlay, Diane.   Exploring Service-Learning through Children's Literature. Designed 

for educators, this book explores, in eight chapters, social issues or arenas of activity in which elementary school students 

might get involved through service-learning initiatives: 1) hunger and the homeless; 2) animal welfare; 3) health and safety; 

4) the natural environment; 5) aging and the elderly; 6 ) building friendly communities; 7) literacy and education; 8) 

promoting justice. Each chapter provides an introduction to the issue, an annotated bibliography, discussion prompts, 

examples of related service-learning projects and ideas for how to identify and act on needs in the community. Also included 

are reproducible worksheets that reinforce the concepts through crossword puzzles, research projects, take-home exercises, 

and more. For use with Grade Levels K-5.   Age: A.   96 Pages.    

LIKE A GARDEN: A BIBLICAL SPIRITUALITY OF GROWTH (806051)   Author: Juengst, Sara Covin.   The author 

explores the use of garden as metaphor in the Bible. Various garden metaphors convey images of God's providential care, our 

responsibility to steward the earth, the discipline of the Christian life, what it means to bear fruit, and the harvest waiting for 

us in the "new heaven and earth." She also discusses ancient gardening routines to shed light on the significance of the 

symbolism in biblical passages.   Age: A.   102 Pages.    

LIVING THE GOOD LIFE ON GOD'S GOOD EARTH (808164)   Author: Koetje, David, editor.   Chapter titles: 

Christian theology and creation care; The way we live; The homes we live in; The food we eat; The clothes we wear; The 

energy we use; The plants we grow; The work we are called to do; What we do for rest and enjoyment; Seeking shalom. Each 

chapter includes questions for reflection and discussion.   Age: A.   80 Pages.    

OUR FATHER'S WORLD: MOBILIZING THE CHURCH TO CARE FOR CREATION (808158)   Author: Brown, 

Edward.   The author offers a biblical framework for creation care as well as practical steps that ordinary Christians can take 

to exercise good ecological stewardship. Includes discussion questions.   Age: A.   203 Pages.    

PEACEFUL NEIGHBOR: DISCOVERING THE COUNTERCULTURAL MISTER ROGERS (816029)   Author: 

Long, Michael.   Author Michael Long discusses Fred Roger's convictions and their expression through his children's 

program "'Mister Rogers' Neighborhood." Chapters: 1) "Isn't Peace Wonderful?": against the Vietnam War, for Gandhi; 2) 

"War Isn't Nice": against the arms race, for peaceful imagination; 3) "I Like You": against the Cold War, for puppet détente; 

4) "Just the Way You Are": a theology of peace; 5) "It's Okay to Be Angry": a psychology of peace; 6) "A Gross Form of 

Abuse": from the Persian Gulf War to the war on terror; 7) "A Black Brother": race and diversity; 8) "Food for the World": 

tears for hungry children; 9) "I'm Tired of Being a Lady": tough girls, sensitive boys; 10) "He Understood": homosexuality 

and gay friends; 11) "I Love Tofu Burgers and Beets": animals and mothers; 12) "Take Care of This Wonderful 

World": peace on earth. Includes index.   Age: YAS.   203 Pages.    

RECONNECTING TIME (806173)   Author: Craig, Carolyn.   Planning Church Family Camps. Section 1: A Time to 

Begin. Section 2: A Time to Plan--Examples, Samples, and How-To's. Section 3: A Time to Dream--Exploring the 

Possibilities. Section 4: A Time to Reflect--The Top 10 Lessons Learned from Family Camp.   Age: A.   175 Pages.    

REWILDING OUR HEARTS: BUILDING PATHWAYS OF COMPASSION AND COEXISTENCE 

(815203)   Author: Bekoff, Marc.   Marc Bekoff, one of the world's leading animal experts and activists, invites readers to do 

the essential work of becoming reengaged with the world, acting from the inside out, and dissolving false boundaries to truly 

connect with both nature and themselves. Includes index. *2016 UMW Reading Program: Social 

Action   Age: YAS.   198 Pages.    

SEASONAL SPECIALS FOR CHILDREN'S MINISTRY (814158)   Celebrate 13 popular holidays with preschoolers 

through preteens, all from a Christian perspective. Each session includes a snack, craft, devotion, game, and more. Easter, 

Thanksgiving, and Christmas have extra activities to inspire, educate, and celebrate. Includes: New Year's Day; Valentine's 

Day; St. Patrick's Day; Palm Sunday; Easter; Earth Day; Mother's Day; Memorial Day; Father's Day; Independence Day; 

Halloween; Thanksgiving; Christmas. Includes index of activities by age-level.   Age: A.   158 Pages.    

SEEDS OF CHANGE: PLANTING A PATH TO PEACE (811047)   Author: Johnson, Jen Cullerton.   This full-color 

picture book for children is a biography of Kenyan Nobel Peace Prize winner and environmentalist Wangari Maathai, a 

female scientist who made a stand in the face of opposition to women's rights and started her own Green Belt Movement, an 



effort to restore Kenya's ecosystem by planting millions of trees. *2012 UMW Reading Program: Social Action -- Children's 

List   Age: eE.   39 Pages.    

SPIRITUALITY FOR EXTROVERTS (AND TIPS FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THEM) (808086)   Author: Reeves, 

Nancy.   Part 1: Getting to Know Spiritual Extroverts. Part 2: Extrovert Spiritual Practices (praying and meditating, singing, 

cultivating spiritual friendships, moving prayer, practicing spirituality in groups, spiritual reading and writing, praying in 

nature). Part 3: Living More Deeply into Spiritual Extroversion. Includes discussion questions and ideas for using the book 

in groups.   Age: A.   156 Pages.    

SUNDAY SCHOOL SPECIALS: QUICK AND EASY BIBLE LESSONS FOR COMBINED AGES (811012)   Author: 

Keffer, Lois.   Thirteen creative programs that allow you to group children ages 4 - 12 in the same class. Part 1 -- My 

Relationship with God. Sessions: 1) Jesus, our Shepherd; 2) God's gift of forgiveness; 3) How God talks to us; 4) The talent 

trap (using our gifts to serve God). Part 2 -- My Feelings. 5) Feeling good about myself; 6) Fears and tears; 7) Temptation - 

the great escape; 8) When life's not fair. Part 3 -- My Relationships with Others. 9) Telling the truth; 10) Caring for God's 

world; 11) God talk, good talk; 12) Sharing what we have; 13) Handling anger and conflict. Includes supply lists, active 

learning experiences, interactive Bible stories, life applications, and reproducible handouts.   Age: A.   122 Pages.    

THINGS TO MAKE & DO ANYTIME (852222)   Author: Gee, Martha Bettis.   Creative Activities for Children's 

Ministry. Craft ideas on the themes of 'The Created World' and 'I Am Special.' Includes cumulative index of activities in all 

four 'Things to Make & Do' books.   Age: A.   90 Pages.    

THREAT OF TOURISM: CHALLENGE TO THE CHURCH (806248)   Author: O'Grady, Ron.   This book looks 

behind the glossy advertising of exotic locations, highlighting a number of issues that are becoming increasingly acute: 

tourism's contribution to ecological damage, forced changes in cultures, violation of human rights, the growth of the global 

sex industry. The church has to deal with tourism, too: historic sanctuaries are suffering irreparable wear and tear, and 

Christians in developing countries are seeing their customs under threat.   Age: A.   97 Pages.    

VINEDRESSER'S NOTEBOOK: SPIRITUAL LESSONS IN PRUNING, WAITING, HARVESTING, AND 

ABUNDANCE (814123)   Author: Sutera, Judith.   The author, a Benedictine Sister, shares spiritual insights and wisdom 

gleaned from tending grapevines.   Age: HYAS.   159 Pages.    

WORSHIP FEAST: OUTDOORS (812072)   Author: Youngman, Jenny.   25 Experiences of God's Great Earth (plus 

bonus experiences). This book provides Scriptures, activities, song suggestions, and prayers for leading worship without the 

constraints of walls and a ceiling: Sunrise on the beach; At a well; At a swimming pool; In a spring rain; In a river; Lakeside; 

In sight of a waterfall; On a boat; On a mountaintop; In a cave; In view of a rainbow; Under a starlit sky; In a green pasture; 

At a farm or garden; On a trail; In view of a sunset; At a rest area; At a campground; At a park; At a bonfire; At an 

amusement park; In a backyard; At a sports event; At a mall; In a snow fall; Among budding trees and flowers; In the 

fullness of spring; In the heat of a summer day; A late summer night; When autumn leaves are falling; On a windy day; On a 

freezing cold day.   Age: A.   111 Pages.    

WORSHIP IN THE GARDEN: SERVICES FOR OUTDOOR WORSHIP (814002)   Author: Pratt, J. Wayne.   The 

author provides liturgies for the following services: Celebrating God's creation; Baptism; Infant dedication; Communion; 

Way of the Cross; Easter sunrise; Blessing of the animals; Healing service; Reflection/Reconciliation/Renewal; Love Feast; 

Wedding; Memorial service; Graveside committal service.   Age: A.   137 Pages.    

YEAR OF PLENTY (813052)   Author: Goodwin, Craig.   One Suburban Family, Four Rules, and 365 Days of Homegrown 

Adventure in Pursuit of Christian Living. The author, a pastor, relates his family's experiment to consume only what was 

local, used, homegrown, or homemade. *2014 UMW Reading Program: Social Action   Age: YA.   219 Pages.    

YOUTH MINISTRY CAMPING (894562)   Author: Cagle, Bob.   A Start-to-Finish Guide for Helping Teenagers 

Experience the Greatness of God's Creation. Part One: Planning Youth Camps. Part Two: Camps in Action. Part Three: 

Camp Leadership. Part Four: Camp Programming Ideas. Part Five: Backcountry Living Skills.   Age: A.   350 Pages.    


